
Hatco, the world’s leaders in food warming and holding technology, continue 
to lead the way with high quality, reliable and aesthetically correct Decorative 
Heat Lamps.  With 21 shade styles, 24 colour and finish options, plus a choice of 
4 mounting style and 3 switch options, there will be a model to suit your project 
or restaurant perfectly.  Hatco Decorative Heat Lamps are perfect for enhancing 
your food pass/servery.  Choose the lamps that the experts choose.

DL-500-CL-CH/BK
Hatco Decorative Lamp
Features flexible cord mount to canopy.  
Overall length is 1829mm (Longer length 
available on application). 
Black cord standard.
Switch on lamp housing.  
Glossy grey finish.
Supplied unplugged

DL-750-RL/BOLDBLACK
Hatco Retractable Decorative Heat Lamp
Features a cord which adjusts the lamp up 
and down from 762 mm to 1740 mm.  
Black cord is standard.  
Switch on lamp housing.  
Bold Black finish.
Supplied unplugged

DL-400-CL/BOLDBLACK
Hatco Decorative Lamp
Features flexible cord mount to canopy.  
Overall length is1829mm (Longer length 
available on application). 
Black cord standard.  
Switch on lamp housing.  
Bold Black finish.
Supplied unplugged

DL-500-RL-CH/BK
Hatco Retractable Decorative Heat Lamp
Features a cord which adjusts the lamp up 
and down from 762 mm to 1740 mm.  
Black cord is standard.  
Switch on lamp housing.
Glossy grey finish.
Supplied unplugged

DL-775-RPL-BN/BK
Hatco Retractable Decorative Heat Lamp
Features a cord which adjusts the lamp up 
and down from 762 mm to 1740 mm.  
Black cord is standard.
Switch on lamp housing.
Bright Nickel finish.
Supplied unplugged

DECORATIVE HEAT LAMPS - IN STOCK - all others to orderall others to order

All lamps supplied with 250watt Food Grade Teflon-coated 
heat lamp to meet Australian Food Standard regulations. 

(Spare Part N02.30.100.00)

DL-600-CL/BCOPPER
Hatco  Decorative Heat Lamp
Features flexible cord mount to canopy.    
Overall length is 1829mm. (Longer length 
available on application).  
Black cord standard.  
Switch on lamp housing 
Bright Copper plated finish.
Supplied unplugged

Recommended height is no more than 350mm  
from target surface from underside of lamp.
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Mounting style
There are four main mounting styles available — cord, retractable cord, stem, and adjustable stem. If operators are
mounting their lamps in a straight line and would like the flexibility to move them side to side, all mounting styles available
for installation in the U.S. or Canada are compatible with a track adapter and track to accommodate this. Otherwise, 
they’re all mounted to a bracket that’s mounted in the electrical box in the ceiling and concealed beneath a canopy.

Determining the ideal mount style starts with the right questions:

Which look is preferred?

There are three main mounting elements to look at. The most important element to evaluate is the
stem or cord, but buyers should also make note how the look of a canopy or coupling component
changes with different cord or shade selections.

1. the stem or cord

2. the canopy at the top of the stem or cord near the ceiling

3. the coupling that sits on top of the shade

Cord Retractable cord Stem Adjustable stem

1

2

3

The cord and stem mounting styles look very similar from afar, but a cord mount will be a bit thinner in appearance
up close (and will sway side-to-side slightly if bumped). Also, always remember to use the Build-a-Lamp tool, as an
image of the lamp will show and change as selections in the tool are made!

Buying Guide for Hatco Commercial Decorative Lamps

3 SELECT MOUNTING TYPE & SWITCH LOCATION

HOW TO ORDER NON STOCK LAMPS - Contact us for a quote

2 SELECT COLOUR/FINISH
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Styles, colors and finishes
The Build-a-Lamp tool walks buyers through the many style, color and finish options available, including:

1. Shade style
Regardless of shade style, all decorative lamps with heating capabilities have the same heat pattern of about 8 inches
(203 millimeters) in diameter.

2. Shade and canopy/coupling color and finish
The color and finish selected for the canopy will apply to the unit’s coupling component. However, the shade color doesn’t
have to match!

3. Cord color
If buyers are selecting a cord or retractable cord mount unit, they have the
choice of black or white (black is standard).

If buyers are going with a stem or adjustable stem mount, they can choose
any of the above designer colors, plated finishes, or gloss finishes — with
the exception of Radiant Red, Brilliant Blue, or Clear Brushed Metal.

4. Bulb color and coating
Buyers can select between clear (coated or uncoated) and red (coated or
uncoated) bulbs. Color and coating do not impact heating performance in 
any way. The only difference is that red bulbs will cast a warm glow, which
can be a nice option for high-visibility areas where it’s important for food
to look warm and inviting to customers. Lastly, the coating option is simply
a safeguard that prevents shattering should a bulb break. Operators
looking for an extra level of protection can opt for this coating.

Are all bulbs created equal?
It is always recommended that 
buyers purchase bulbs (including
replacements) for their Hatco 
decorative lamps through Hatco. 
Hatco bulbs — specifically the
reflectors in the bulbs — are
optimized for superior performance, 
durability, and longevity. This isn’t 
the case with a lot of bulbs on the
market!

DESIGNER COLORS
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Copper
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Gloss Bold Black/
Plated Antique Nickel/

Gloss Bold Black

Gloss Bold Black/
Plated Bright Nickel/

Gloss Bold Black

Designer Black/
Antique Copper/

Black

Gloss Bold Black/
Plated Bright Copper/

Gloss Bold Black

Gloss Bold Black/
Radiant Red/
Bold Black

Only available for shades. Select a 
different option for the rest of the unit.

Shade color/finishes available for DL-1500 only 
Select a different color or finish for the rest of the unit.

Gloss finishes, plated finishes and DL-1500 shade colors: Special process required and extended lead times
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1 SELECT SHADE STYLE (all 216mm Height except 1400/1500)
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Styles, colors and finishes
The Build-a-Lamp tool walks buyers through the many style, color and finish options available, including:

1. Shade style
Regardless of shade style, all decorative lamps with heating capabilities have the same heat pattern of about 8 inches
(203 millimeters) in diameter.

2. Shade and canopy/coupling color and finish
The color and finish selected for the canopy will apply to the unit’s coupling component. However, the shade color doesn’t
have to match!

3. Cord color
If buyers are selecting a cord or retractable cord mount unit, they have the
choice of black or white (black is standard).

If buyers are going with a stem or adjustable stem mount, they can choose
any of the above designer colors, plated finishes, or gloss finishes — with
the exception of Radiant Red, Brilliant Blue, or Clear Brushed Metal.

4. Bulb color and coating
Buyers can select between clear (coated or uncoated) and red (coated or
uncoated) bulbs. Color and coating do not impact heating performance in 
any way. The only difference is that red bulbs will cast a warm glow, which
can be a nice option for high-visibility areas where it’s important for food
to look warm and inviting to customers. Lastly, the coating option is simply
a safeguard that prevents shattering should a bulb break. Operators
looking for an extra level of protection can opt for this coating.

Are all bulbs created equal?
It is always recommended that 
buyers purchase bulbs (including
replacements) for their Hatco 
decorative lamps through Hatco. 
Hatco bulbs — specifically the
reflectors in the bulbs — are
optimized for superior performance, 
durability, and longevity. This isn’t 
the case with a lot of bulbs on the
market!
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Only available for shades. Select a 
different option for the rest of the unit.

Shade color/finishes available for DL-1500 only 
Select a different color or finish for the rest of the unit.

Gloss finishes, plated finishes and DL-1500 shade colors: Special process required and extended lead times
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Form No. DHLM-1020 5

English MODEL DESIGNATION

D L H - 700 - A S T U

Mounting Style
1200 1300 1400 1500

Switch Location:

U = Upper I/O (on/off) Switch 

L = Lower I/O (on/off) Switch 

N = None (supplied by installer)

Decorative Lamp
No Character = Standard Watt

L = Luminaire Low Watt
H = High Watt

         Shade Style

400 500 600 700 725

750 760 775 800 1100

R = Remote I/O (on/off) Switch
       (switch plate not included)

R Mount
Lamp mounts with

adjustable cord. Cord
adjusts up-down from

31″ (787 mm) to
69-1/2″ (1765 mm).

ST Mount
Lamp mounts with

rigid stem to track adapter.
Overall length from 

17″ (432 mm) to
71″ (1803 mm).

P Mount
Lamp mounts with

rigid stem to canopy
with adjustable pivot
adjacent to canopy.
Overall length from 

17″ (432 mm) to
71″ (1803 mm).

A Mount
Lamp mounts with

rigid stem to canopy
with adjustable pivot

adjacent to lamp.
Overall horizontal length

from 7″ (178 mm) to
20″ (508 mm). Vertical

drop length to bottom of
shade 10-1/4″ (260 mm).

TS Mount
Lamp mounts with

threaded stem
to fixture above

(fixture supplied by others).
Threaded stem mount is

available only as a 
UL recognized (UR)

component.

RT Mount
Lamp mounts with

adjustable cord to track 
adapter. Cord adjusts

up-down from 
33-3/8″ (848 mm) to
71-7/8″ (1826 mm).

C Mount
Lamp mounts with
cord to the canopy.
Overall length from 

17″ (432 mm) to
any length.

CT Mount
Lamp mounts with

cord to track adapter.
Overall length from 

17″ (432 mm) to
any length.

S Mount
Lamp mounts with

rigid stem to canopy.
Overall length from 

14″ (356 mm) to
71″ (1803 mm).

31″
(787 mm)

to
69-1/2″

(1765 mm)

33-3/8″
(848 mm)

to
71-7/8″

(1826 mm)

A = Adjustable Stem
No Character = Non-Adjustable Stem

NOTE: Do not install track system over a steam table or other 
steam generating appliance.

NOTE: The height dimension of the shade increases by
2″ (51 mm) when utilizing the “L” lower switch location.

NOTE: The remote I/O (on/off) switch supplied by Hatco is
capable of handling up to eighteen 100 W Luminaires, 
seven 250 W  lamps, or five 375 W lamps.
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Styles, colors and finishes
The Build-a-Lamp tool walks buyers through the many style, color and finish options available, including:

1. Shade style
Regardless of shade style, all decorative lamps with heating capabilities have the same heat pattern of about 8 inches
(203 millimeters) in diameter.

2. Shade and canopy/coupling color and finish
The color and finish selected for the canopy will apply to the unit’s coupling component. However, the shade color doesn’t
have to match!

3. Cord color
If buyers are selecting a cord or retractable cord mount unit, they have the
choice of black or white (black is standard).

If buyers are going with a stem or adjustable stem mount, they can choose
any of the above designer colors, plated finishes, or gloss finishes — with
the exception of Radiant Red, Brilliant Blue, or Clear Brushed Metal.

4. Bulb color and coating
Buyers can select between clear (coated or uncoated) and red (coated or
uncoated) bulbs. Color and coating do not impact heating performance in 
any way. The only difference is that red bulbs will cast a warm glow, which
can be a nice option for high-visibility areas where it’s important for food
to look warm and inviting to customers. Lastly, the coating option is simply
a safeguard that prevents shattering should a bulb break. Operators
looking for an extra level of protection can opt for this coating.

Are all bulbs created equal?
It is always recommended that 
buyers purchase bulbs (including
replacements) for their Hatco 
decorative lamps through Hatco. 
Hatco bulbs — specifically the
reflectors in the bulbs — are
optimized for superior performance, 
durability, and longevity. This isn’t 
the case with a lot of bulbs on the
market!
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Only available for shades. Select a 
different option for the rest of the unit.

Shade color/finishes available for DL-1500 only 
Select a different color or finish for the rest of the unit.

Gloss finishes, plated finishes and DL-1500 shade colors: Special process required and extended lead times
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Hatco is proud to introduce IFS antimicrobial powder coatings to the paint process for designer  
colours and gloss finishes - fighting germs to keep customers happy, healthy and safe.

IFS antimicrobial coatings use naturally-occurring, environmentally sustainable, silver ions to help inhibit 
the growth of microbes on the powder coated surface.
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English MODEL DESIGNATION

D L H - 700 - A S T U

Mounting Style
1200 1300 1400 1500

Switch Location:

U = Upper I/O (on/off) Switch 

L = Lower I/O (on/off) Switch 

N = None (supplied by installer)

Decorative Lamp
No Character = Standard Watt

L = Luminaire Low Watt
H = High Watt
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R Mount
Lamp mounts with

adjustable cord. Cord
adjusts up-down from

31″ (787 mm) to
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Lamp mounts with
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NOTE: The remote I/O (on/off) switch supplied by Hatco is
capable of handling up to eighteen 100 W Luminaires, 
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